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Transcript: Buzz Late Student Modifications 

 

When students enter a course late, you will need to adjust the content in the course to 

balance the workload for the remaining time in the semester.   

 

From the editor view of the course, access the course tools by selecting the wrench icon and 

then manage groupings. From here you can edit an already created group of students or you 

can add a new group category. When you begin the process of adding a new group the system, 

Buzz has the ability of creating groups for you. However, in almost all cases you want to be in 

control of the number of groups as well as the assignments of students within those groups.  

 

In this example, we will make a group for students that arrive later in the semester and need 

to have the content adjusted to balance their workload for the remainder of the semester. You 

will want to make sure that you select a fixed number of groups and have in mind the number 

of groups that you're going to need. If you have one or several students that need the same 

modifications such as limited content or similar assessment settings, these students should be 

placed in the same group. This way, you can make this change once and it will affect the whole 

group. Add one more than the number of groups initially needed. This extra group will contain 

the remainder of the class not receiving the accommodations. Groups can always be added 

later.  

 

Be sure to select "None" from the Group assignment options. You want to be in control of 

which student's get assigned to which groups.   

 

Once the groups are generated be sure to assign the students to the appropriate group or 

groups by checking the associated box. Most students should never be part of the traditional 

student group and a group that needs modifications. However a student might be part of both 

a late starting group and one associated with IEP accommodations.  

 

If a student must be part of two distinct groups uncheck the box atop the grouping 

classification page.  
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It will also be easiest to mange your groups if you edit the names. Select the pencil and add the 

names as desired.  

 

Select Save prior to leaving the grouping screen.  

 

Navigate to the Group Settings tab. Select the group containing your late student. Hide the 

necessary content to balance their workload for the remaining weeks in the semester. Your 

program may choose to hide the content covered previously in the course by the rest of the 

class, like would happen in a brick-and-mortar classroom if a late student arrives. Your 

program can also choose to hide content that the student or previous teacher indicates was 

covered.  This will be a program-specific decision. Keep in mind that for our secondary courses 

that have 6 instructional modules per semester, each module is equal to 3 weeks worth of 

content.  In our elementary courses with 18 instructional modules, each module is equal to 1 

week of content.  

 

The student should now have the proper workload for their remaining time in the semester. 

 

When viewing this modification from the gradebook, teachers will notice grey dots in the now 

excused and not gradable assignments for the late student in our example. 


